openPASS AC - 18.06.2020
Donnerstag, 18. Juni 2020

15:24

Date: 18.06.2020 15:30
Location: Skype-Besprechung
Participants
Das Arun, FG-461 (BMW Group)
Platzer Thomas, EG-342 (BMW Group)
Per.Lewerenz@daimler.com (Mercedes Benz AG on behalf of Daimler TSS)
Hammouda Manel, (Manel.Hammouda@bmw.de) (BMW Group)
jan.dobberstein@daimler.com (Mercedes Benz AG on behalf of Daimler TSS)
Duong Quang, Tuan (TÜV SÜD Auto Service GmbH)
Schoenawa, Stefan, Dr. (K-GERT/A) (VW on behalf of VW GoA)
Lucas, Gwendal, Dr. (K-AERT/A) (VW on behalf of VW GoA)

Notes
1. Current status and next steps concerning open pull requests
Cmake -> Servant (Cmake buildsystem for openPASS core), updated by intech and approved through
code review
A problem with the GUI build through qmake came up. Possibly this can be fixed with the upcoming pull
request by intech. If not, a detailed analysis is needed.
Intech is currently working on an update of their existing pull request concerning multiple changes and
bug fixes in the core. The AC confirmed, that this pull request should also contain the latest changes
regarding observer and spawner.
VW GoA will commit the cmake buildsystem for the GUI upcoming Monday (User story 1322).
Afterwards, ITK will update their pull request. Intech will be available for support regarding adaptions to
the new implementations and to avoid merge conflicts.
BMW will present the changes for the spawner and observer from a user perspective in a follow up
meeting.
2. Open topics towards Release 0.7
• Mercedes will add a user story describing two result plugins for data analysis in the GUI, which will
be committed for Release 0.7
• Tuan proposed an updated timeline:
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3. Further Notes
• Usage of system config saving from the GUI might lead to incompatibility with the core (due to
parameter id's).
-> Jan will create a story in Tuleap for further discussion and fixes towards Release 0.8
• Due to changes concerning observer and spawner, the GUI will no longer be compatible with the
core
-> Has to be highlighted in the Release 0.7 so that users know upfront!
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